
These trips are opportunities for students to enjoy, explore and learn about our Rocky Mountains.  All trips are overnight. 

 

Some of the trips that we have done in previous years are listed below, but we hope to go on some new trails soon! 

 

Jasper - Sulfer Skyline and Miette Hot Springs - on this trip we spent the night in Jasper.  The next day we hiked up the 

Sulpher Skyline trail up to the summit and relax at the top for breathtaking views and lunch.  When we get back down, we 

soak our sore muscles in the Miette Hot Springs pools before heading home. 

 

Jasper - Jasper Tramway - Another overnight trip.  We take the tram up Whistler Mountain and then hike the rest of the 

way to the summit. We have lunch at the restaurant at the top before heading home.  If there is time, we stop at the Miette 

Hot Springs. 

 

Jasper - Dogsledding - We spend the night in Jasper and the next day we drive into British Columbia to Mount Robson 

were we take a dogsledding tour. Students can either ride in the sled or steer the dogs. 

 

Lake Louise - Plains of Six Glaciers - We spend the night in Lake Louise, and the next day we hike the Plains of Six 

Glaciers trail, which leads to a tea house near the head of the valley. We continue on from there with a little scrambling to 

a view point overlooking the impressive hanging glaciers of Mount Victoria and the Death Trap canyon. 

 

Banff - Bow Hut - this trip is for the adventurous students that enjoy backpacking. This trip sees students ford glacial 

streams, scramble over boulder fields, walk along ledges, cross canyons to finally reach Bow Hut. And that is just the first 

day! The next day we scramble up to summit a mountain with glacial views straight from the Ice Age!  

 


